Tyranny is the scourge upon this planet because it ignores love and it creates victims. Yet it is
nothing more than incorrect thinking – the thinking that you are more special and more important
than other people. It's the 'privileged' mindset and it's a disease.
As I've said many times before – we're a planet of tyrants and victims and we're supposed to be
evolving to a higher level (love). The trouble is we're now seeing the last waltz of the tyrants and
our freedoms are at stake whilst the music keeps playing...
The Botswana government have told us that MORONIC only yields mild symptoms, so why the
massive over-reaction from other governments? Indeed, why is there any reaction? We don't
lockdown for the common cold nor do we vaccinate against it because there is no vaccine against it!
Is MORONIC significantly different from a cold? No.
If you cannot see that this is all orchestrated by now and the governments are all singing from the
same hymn sheet; then you are blind.
Conveniently ORMICRON is (so they say) highly contagious and of course your existing cocktail
of vaccines won't protect you from it. So how much more unnecesary poison are you going to let
them inject into you? Watch this Johnson & Johnson clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=hNIj83XNNeE
Now look at who owns all the Vax companies:
https://archive.org/details/etlb_natsoc_united/Europa+The+Last+Battle+(12)++Operation+Trust+Deception.mp4
Better to go down at the hands of a virus (bio-weapon) than to comply with tyranny. Your Soul is
more important than any temporary pleasure you can get from your temporary survival.
The UN is coordinating it all https://www.infowars.com/posts/sunday-live-globalists-preparingaggressive-new-lockdowns-over-omicron-variant-to-distract-from-maxwell-trial/
To survive and prosper you have to know your enemy. Why? Because your enemy doesn't want you
to survive and prosper; they want you to own nothing and be completely controlled by them. Your
enemy is the aforementioned 'privileged few' who are orchestrating every global policy. They also
happen to be pedophiles.
So is none compliance enough to stop these wicked tyrants? No, because they will simply kill the
disobedient. They have already put people into 'quarantine camps' in Australia and China and they
have those facilities ready in your country. The unvaccinated are being demonised and marginalised
and soon they (we) will be 'taken'. On the current projectory only about 10% of the vaccinated will
survive, which will probably be the ones who were given saline. They have many patented bioweapons (viruses) lined up to keep Big Pharma happy until the cull is over.
We never asked for this war! If we don't kill these people they will kill us and they are killing us!
Why have they started (mandatory vaccinations) with Austria? A smaller population and thus a
smaller number of unvaccinated (just 2 million). It's the test case. How many of the 2 million will
comply and how many will they incarcerate and kill?
This is a difficult time for all the common people. Most will comply and lay the blame where
they're directed to. However, increasing numbers are seeing through this deadly scam ~ Gary Bate.

